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Shedding light on the evidence

Assessment


**Caregivers**

12. Liu H, Lou WQV. **Continuity and changes in three types of caregiving and the risk of depression in later life: a 2-year prospective study.** Age Ageing 2017;46(5):827-832  abstract


**Chronic disease management**


**Delirium**


Dementia risk and prevention


Diversity


Elder abuse, self neglect, resident violence


End of life care


**Ethics**


**Frailty, physical activity and fall prevention**


**Living longer, living well**


38. O’Reilly D. Rosato M, Ferry F, Moriarty J, Leavy G. Caregiving, volunteering or both? Comparing effects on health and mortality using census-based records from almost 250,000 people aged 65 and over. Age Ageing 2017;46(5):821-826 abstract

**Medication management**


41. Shapiro M, Speroni KG, Edsall DR, Daniel MG. **What is the relationship between ED patient anxiety level and patient sureness of medication history?** Nursing 2017;47(10):58-64  abstract


**Mental health and addictions**


**Nutrition, oral and gut health**

44. Lee ATC, Richards M, Chan WC, Chiu HFK, Lee RSY, Lam LCW. **Lower risk of incident dementia among Chinese older adults having three servings of vegetables and two servings of fruit a day.** Age Ageing 2017;46(5):773-779  abstract


46. Rosenbaum JT. **Celiac disease and autoimmunity – the missing ingredient.** New Eng J Med 2017;377(15):1489-1490  abstract

**Pain management**

47. Boswell C, Hall M. **Engaging the patient through comfort-function levels.** Nursing 2017;47(10):68-69  abstract

**Reflections**

48. Darby M. **Shut up and let the women speak.** Am J Nurs 2017;117(12):72. No abstract

**Technology**

49. Schoville RR. **Discovery of implementation factors that lead to technology adoption in long-term care.** J Geront Nurs 2017;43(10):21-26  no abstract
Transformational leadership

50. Anand N, Barsoux JL. What everyone gets wrong about change management. Harvard Bus Rev 2017;95(6):75-85 authors discuss their article YouTube link


Work life


Emerging themes


Facing the sadness

Bendana A. Coping with grief during the holidays. Nursing 2017;47(11):54-56 no abstract
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